Pelizaeus-Merzbacher-like disease: exclusion of the proteolipid protein locus and documentation of a new locus on Xq.
A large X-linked kindred with Pelizaeus-Merzbacher like disease (Pelizaeus-Merzbacher disease [PMD] lacking a proteolipid protein [PLP] mutation) was studied for linkage to 34 X-chromosome short tandem repeat polymorphism markers. Recombinational events excluded linkage to PLP and supported linkage to a 9.4-cM critical region more than 10 cM away from PLP on the X chromosome. A maximum 2-point lod score of 3.91 was observed for DXS441 at theta = 0.0. Neuropathologic study of one affected male showed intact myelin. The data thus support a different etiology for a disease that clinically resembles PMD, distinguishable phenotypically only by degree of myelin involvement. Other patients with the clinical diagnosis of PMD but without PLP mutations could have mutations at this new locus.